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Abstract—In this paper, a new handoff management scheme
for wireless ATM networks is proposed. In this scheme, all cells
are connected to their neighboring cells by permanent virtual
circuits (PVC’s) and to the access switch (AS) by switched virtual
circuits (SVC’s) which are only for new calls. Some carefully
chosen cells, calledrerouting cells,are also connected to the AS by
PVC’s. In summary, if a mobile roams to an ordinary neighboring
cell, its traffic path is simply elongated by a PVC connecting
the old and new cells. If a mobile roams to a rerouting cell, its
traffic path is rerouted to a PVC between the AS and rerouting
cell. By using PVC’s for handoff calls, we can guarantee fast and
seamless handoff. At the same time, our scheme improves the path
efficiency by limiting the maximum number of hops that a path
can be extended. Also, allowing path rerouting at a suitable time
means the network resources are more efficiently utilized.

Index Terms—Handoff, rerouting, wireless ATM.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N WIRED networks, ATM-based B-ISDN will be the
single infrastructure which integrates all types of services

in the same network. Recently, many research efforts have been
devoted to extend the ATM capability into wireless networks,
leading to the emergence of wireless ATM networks [1]. To
support mobility in wireless ATM networks, fast and seamless
handoff is a crucial issue. Due to the very high transmission
speed, a short connection interruption will cause a large amount
of information loss. As the population of mobiles increases, the
cell radii will be further reduced. So the handoff would occur
more frequently in the future. The handoff processing will be
the bottleneck if centralized handoff processors are adopted.

According to [2], the handoff schemes proposed in the liter-
ature for wireless ATM networks can be divided into four cat-
egories: 1) full establishment; 2) connection extension; 3) in-
cremental reestablishment; and 4) multicast establishment. In
the full establishment scheme [3], each handoff triggers an es-
tablishment of a new virtual circuit (VC) between the terminals.
This is rather time consuming and hence cannot guarantee seam-
less handoff required by wireless ATM networks. In the connec-
tion extension scheme [4], [5], for each handoff, the traffic path
is elongated from the current cell to the new cell by appending
one hop to the existing connection. This hop is a separate vir-
tual connection between the current and new cells through the
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wired network. The advantages of this scheme are that it is
very simple, the cell sequence can be easily preserved, and the
handoff process is very fast. However, it has a drawback that
when a mobile makes a lot of handoffs, the path would be con-
tinuously elongated, which leads to path inefficiency. In the in-
cremental reestablishment scheme [6], the traffic path would be
partly reestablished in each handoff. Here, the main problem is
still the time constraint. In the multicast establishment scheme
[7], [8], whenever a new call is initiated, a set of virtual con-
nections, named avirtual connection tree(VCT), is created,
reaching all cells to which the mobile might move in the future.
When the mobile roams to one of these cells, the preestablished
VC can be used immediately. The scheme enables fast handoff
and guarantees quality of service (QoS) even during handoff as
network resources are preallocated. However, it consumes too
much resources and results in network inefficiency.

In this paper, we propose a new handoff management scheme.
In this scheme, some cells are defined as rerouting cells and
others are ordinary cells. Each cell is connected to its neigh-
boring cells by permanent virtual circuits (PVC’s). An ordi-
nary cell is connected to its local access switch (AS) only by
switched virtual circuits (SVC’s). A rerouting cell is connected
to its AS by both SVC’s and PVC’s. PVC’s are only used for
handoff calls. In the linear environment, rerouting cells are reg-
ularly spaced. If a mobile roams to a rerouting cell, the traffic
path would be rerouted to a PVC between the cell and AS. If a
mobile roams to an ordinary cell, the traffic path is simply elon-
gated by a PVC between the current and new cells. In the planar
environment, seven cells are grouped as a cluster. The central
cell is designated as a rerouting cell. A system parameteris
defined in this case. There is a handoff counter in each mobile.
Each time the mobile makes a handoff, the counter is increased
by one. Each time the traffic path is rerouted, the counter is reset
to zero. If a mobile roams to a rerouting cell, its traffic path is
rerouted to the rerouting cell immediately, as in the linear case.
If a mobile roams to an ordinary cell and the handoff counter
is less than the system parameter, the traffic path is simply
elongated by a PVC between the current and new cells. If the
counter is equal to, the traffic path would be rerouted to the
new cell via the rerouting cell in the same cluster.

In essence, our scheme has the advantages of both the con-
nection extension and incremental reestablishment schemes. On
one hand, it enables fast handoff by path elongation using PVC,
but at the same time, it improves the path efficiency by limiting
the maximum number of hops that a path can be extended. On
the other hand, it allows path rerouting to efficiently utilize the
network resources. Also, since rerouting is restricted to certain
types of handoff calls (handoff counter or rerouting cell
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Fig. 1. The architecture of wireless ATM networks in linear environment.

is hit), the processing load is much less than that in the incre-
mental reestablishment scheme. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed scheme in the
linear environment is described in detail and its performance is
evaluated. In Section III, we extend our scheme into the planar
environment and analyze the performance. In Section IV, we ex-
plain our scheme in the general environment with multiple AS’s.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.

II. L INEAR ENVIRONMENT

A. Scheme Description

Here, we consider the linear environment, as shown in
Fig. 1. Some cells, say cells 0,, , are assigned to
be rerouting cells. Between the rerouting cells and AS, there
are SVC’s and PVC’s. Between those ordinary cells and the
AS, only SVC’s can be established for new calls. Between a
pair of neighboring cells, there are PVC’s for handoff calls. If
a mobile roams into a rerouting cell, the traffic path would be
rerouted directly to the rerouting cell. If a mobile roams into an
ordinary cell, the traffic path is elongated by a PVC between
the current and new cells. Here, we gather all reroutings of
handoff calls to some rerouting cells, thus, we obtain some
statistical multiplexing gain and reduce the required number of
PVC’s between cells and the AS.

Now, we illustrate how the scheme operates by considering
an example. Referring to Fig. 1, let the base station in cellbe
denoted as . Assume is four. When a mobile initiates a
new call in cell 1, will establish a SVC between itself and
the called terminal through the AS. Then, a VCI is assigned to
this call. Consider the mobile roams to its neighboring cell, say
cell 2, before the call is finished. As shown by the signaling
procedure depicted in Fig. 2, the mobile first sends a “handoff
request” message to , including the ID of , the call’s
VCI , QoS requirements. Since cell 2 is an ordinary cell,
checks the availability of PVC’s between itself and to see
whether it can support the call. If yes, it sends a “PVC allo-
cation” message including the identifier of the PVC to be used
for path elongation. When receives the acknowledgment
for the PVC allocation from , it sends a “handoff ready”
message to the mobile. Then the mobile performs the wireless
channel handoff, and after that, sends a “handoff” to in-
dicating the wireless channel handoff is completed. Upon re-
ceiving the “handoff” from the mobile, sends the “handoff
indication” to . Immediately after receiving the “handoff

indication” message from and returning the acknowledg-
ment for the indication, forwards the traffic coming from
the SVC to the PVC and vice versa.

Then, consider the mobile goes on to visit cell 3. The sig-
naling procedure is the same as that of the previous handoff.
The traffic path between the AS and the mobile now becomes:
AS– – – –mobile, where between the AS and
is a SVC; between and , as well as to are
PVC’s.

Next, consider the mobile goes on to visit cell 4. Note that cell
4 is a rerouting cell, which means that the traffic path should be
rerouted. Thehandoff signaling procedure is shown inFig.3. The
mobile first sends a “handoff request” to . now checks
if any PVC connecting to the AS is available. If that is true,
will send a “PVC allocation” message to the AS including the
call’s VCI and the identifier of the PVC to be used for the path
rerouting. After receiving the “PVC allocation” from , the
AS sends an acknowledgment to that allocation. After receiving
the ACK from the AS, sends the “handoff ready” to the
mobile. Then the mobile performs the wireless channel handoff,
and after that, send a “handoff” to indicating the wireless
channel handoff is completed. Meanwhile, the mobile also sends
a “PVC release” signal to , informing it to release the re-
served PVC. When has received the “handoff” signal from
mobile, it sends “handoff indication” to the AS. Then the AS will
update the routing table and acknowledge the indication. At the
sametime,when hasreceivedthe“PVCrelease”signal from
the mobile, it releases the PVC between itself and and sends
a similar message to . releases the reserved PVC and
propagates the message to . Then will release the SVC
connecting to the AS for the call.

Since ATM is an connection-oriented technology, it is impor-
tant to preserve the cell sequence during handoff. In our scheme,
when the path is elongated after a handoff, the cell sequence is
naturally preserved. Only when the path is rerouted, a mecha-
nism is needed to ensure the integrity of cell sequence. Here,
we provide a simple mechanism for this purpose. Referring to
Fig. 3, we assume there is a buffer in the AS for each PVC con-
nected to the rerouting cell. After the switch allocates a PVC
to the rerouting cell upon the request of rerouting, it sends a
special cell, calleddownlink end-connection(DEC) cell, to the
mobile along the existing connection. At the same time, it stops
transmitting subsequent cells to the mobile and keeps them in
the buffer. Only when the mobile receives this DEC cell, then it
can acknowledge the handoff indication from the rerouting cell.
Once this acknowledgment reaches the AS, the switch will first
release the buffered cells, then relay subsequent cells, to the mo-
bile via the new path. By this mechanism, the cell sequence can
easily be preserved. Similarly, to preserve the sequence of up-
link traffic, as soon as the mobile initiates a handoff, it sends a
uplink end-connection(UEC) cell along the old path to the AS.
Subsequent uplink traffic are buffered in the mobile until the
handoff is ready and the mobile has received the acknowledg-
ment of the UEC cell from the AS.

To control the cell delay variation (CDV), the scheduling al-
gorithm for jitter compensation [9] can be employed at the AS
for downward traffic and base station for upward traffic, respec-
tively. In this algorithm, the local delay time (LDT) is assigned
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Fig. 2. The signaling procedure for a handoff call using PVC connecting neighboring cells.

Fig. 3. The signaling procedure of a handoff call applying for a PVC between the base station and AS.

for each node along the traffic path during the call setup phase.
Cells delayed longer due to traffic path rerouting at the AS or
base station have higher priority over normal cells and will be
transmitted first. The cell delay variation can be improved by
this algorithm.

To prevent looping in traffic path, the mobile needs to perform
the loop detection. Each mobile is assumed to keep a path record
to store the path information after the AS. For example, refer-
ring to Fig. 1, assume and a mobile initiates a call in cell
1. The initial traffic path is: AS– –mobile. The mobile stores
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in his path record. Then when the mobile moves to cell 2,
is added to the path record. Similarly when the mobile fur-

ther moves to cell 3, is added to the path record. Now in the
path record, , , and are stored, meaning the traffic
path from AS to the mobile is AS– – – –mobile. If
the mobile now moves back to cell 2, since is already in
the path record, it knows that if another PVC between and

is added to the path, there will be a loop on the traffic path:
– – . So the mobile would request to release

the existing PVC between and and directly switch all
traffic to it. After the PVC between and is removed,
the mobile removes from his path record, reflecting now
the traffic path is: AS– – –mobile. Considering another
scenario in the above example, assume that after the mobile en-
ters cell 3, it goes on to cell 4. As cell 4 is a rerouting cell, the
traffic path will be rerouted. After the path rerouting, the path
record of the mobile is updated to only contain , reflecting
now the traffic path is: AS– –mobile. Then if the mobile
goes back to cell 3, as the traffic path has been rerouted, no loop
will be included along the path after a PVC between and

is assigned to it, so the path can be extended by a PVC be-
tween and , and is included in this path record.

B. Performance Analysis

Now we evaluate the performance of our scheme in linear
environment. Here, we consider voice calls only. The following
assumptions are given first.

1) The call holding time is exponentially distributed
with mean .

2) The originating calls arriving in a cell follow a Poisson
process with rate .

3) The time interval during which a mobile resides in a
cell, called the cell sojourn time, has a general distribu-
tion, and the cell sojourn times, , , consecu-
tively induced by movement of a mobile are independent
and identically distributed.

When a mobile is within a cell, assume a VC labeled VC
connecting the cell’s base station to the AS or to the base station
of another cell is occupied for a ongoing call. The mobile will
subsequently visit other cells, cells, , . Assume cell is
a rerouting cell and cells ( ) are ordinary cells. When the
mobile enters cell , the traffic path of the call is rerouted if the
call is still ongoing. The traffic path will only be elongated when
the mobile enters cell ( ). We call VC ’s holding time
as . The VC can be released when: 1) the mobile enters cell

and the traffic path is rerouted; 2) the connection is naturally
terminated before the mobile enters cell; or 3) the connec-
tion is forced to be terminated due to handoff blocking when it
moves to one of the cells, , , . No matter whether VC
is released due to cases 1)–3), we label the holding time of VC
as . For example, referring to Fig. 1, assume . Con-
sider that a mobile initiates a call in cell 1 when he is moving
right and subsequently visits cells 2–5. When the mobile enters
cell 2, a PVC labeled PVCconnecting the to is as-
signed for this call. When the mobile enters cell 4, as cell 4 is a
rerouting cell, the call will be rerouted if the call is still ongoing.

So PVC will be released in three cases: 1) if the call is natu-
rally terminated before the mobile enters cell 4; 2) if the call is
forced to be terminated when the mobile enters cell 3 or cell 4
due to handoff failure; and 3) when the mobile enters cell 4, the
call is rerouted. We label the holding time of as , no
matter whether is released due to cases 1)–3). Similarly,
if a PVC labeled PVC connecting to is assigned to
this call, the holding time for PVCis labeled as .

We now derive the mean of this random variable. First, we
only consider cases 2 and 3. That is, the call will not be nat-
urally terminated before the mobile makes theth handoff at-
tempt. Let be the probability that the call would be blocked
due to unavailability of PVC when the mobile tries to handoff
to another cell. Let be the VC’s holding time under this con-
sideration, and be the number of cells the mobile has resided
during the interval in which the VC is occupied. For , we
simply have

and for , we have

Let be the generating function of variable. We have

Let be the Laplace–Stieltjes transform (LST) of
, the distribution function of . We have

where is the LST of the distribution function of .
The distribution function of is

Since call holding time is exponentially distributed

so

To obtain the mean of , we first derive , the LST of
. Let be the distribution function of and

be the density function. We have
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The LST of is

Let be the density function of and be the
density function of . We have

So we have (1a), given at the bottom of the page.
With the assumption that is exponentially distributed with

mean [10], we have

and hence

Since

where is a function of with and the mean of
, , is given by

As will be seen later, this result is used in dimensioning the
VC quantities for our handoff scheme. Now, we will derive the
expressions to be used for dimensioning. Here, we assume the
mobile will only move along one direction. That is, if the mo-
bile moves from left to right initially, then throughout the call
the direction of movement will remain unchanged. Referring to
Fig. 1, cells are designated as rerouting cells only
in which can a handoff call be rerouted. Let be the average
of the number of occupied SVC’s connecting the base station in
cell to AS for new calls ( ), be the number
of required PVC’s connecting the base station in cellto AS
for handoff calls (if cell is not a special cell, then ),

be the required number of PVC’s connecting cellto its left
neighbor, and be the required PVC’s connecting cellto its
right neighbor (if cell is a special cell, ).

To each cell, the handoff call arrival rate is given by [5]

where is the blocking probability of a new call.
If the probability that a handoff call is from the left neigh-

boring cell is equal to that from the right neighboring cell, then
the handoff call arrival rate from each side is .

To determine the required number of PVC’s and SVC’s in
each cell, we only need to consider cell, , because
any cell , , has the same requirements as cellif

. We first derive the mean occupied SVC’s in each
cell. If a call is initiated and accepted in cell, an SVC will be
occupied by the call. Now consider . If the mobile moves to
left, the mobile will reach cell 0 after going throughcells. The
call will then be rerouted and the SVC in cellis released. So the
mean holding time is . On the other hand, if the user moves
to right, the mean holding time is . Next, consider ,
the mobile will go through cells before reaching a rerouting

(1a)
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cell no matter which direction it moves, the mean holding time
is thus . So we have

for (1)

and

(2)

The average number of required SVC’s per cell is

Now let us derive the number of PVC’s for cellrequired to
connect to its left neighboring cell (cell ) . If a mobile
in cell comes from , then a PVC connecting cellto cell

will be occupied. In this case, the call arrival rate is
and the mean holding time is . So, we have

(3)

On the other hand, if the mobile comes from right, the PVC’s
mean holding time is . So we have

(4)

By (3) and (4), we can obtain and for a specified . The
average number of required PVC’s connecting to neighboring
cells per cell is

For cell 0, only PVC’s connected to the AS are required. Since
the handoff call arrival rate is and the mean holding time is

, we have

(5)

The average number of required PVC’s connecting to the AS
per cell is

Note that is calculated only for comparison with other
schemes in the next section.

Define the processing load to be the ratio of the number
of handoffs whose traffic path need to be rerouted to the total
number of handoffs. Then we have

It can be seen that the processing load is inversely proportional
to .

C. Numerical Results

Now we present some numerical results, given the new call
arrival rate is 11.9 calls per minute per cell, the mean call
holding time is 2 min, the new call blocking probability is 1%,
and the handoff call blocking probability is 0.1%. Fig. 4 plots
the required number of SVC’s between a base station and the
AS versus cell sojourn time for different values of. The unit of
cell sojourn time is minute. It can be seen that when the mean
cell sojourn time is small, which means the handoff frequency
is high, the smaller the, the less the required SVC’s. This
is because when the cell sojourn time is small, the number of
handoff is more likely to exceed, which means rerouting to
a PVC of another base station is more likely to occur and thus
leads to shorter SVC holding time. Given a cell sojourn time,
the larger the , the longer the SVC’s holding time, so the
required number of SVC’s is larger. When the cell sojourn time
is much larger than call holding time, it can be seen that for

, the required SVC’s is close to that foris infinity. This
is because almost all calls will be naturally terminated before
the mobile has made more than five handoffs.

In Fig. 5, the required PVC’s per cell connecting to the AS for
handoff calls versus cell sojourn time is shown. It can be seen
that as increases, the required number of PVC’s decreases; as
the cell sojourn time increases, the required number of PVC’s
also decreases. This is because as the cell sojourn time increases,
the handoff frequency decreases and thus the handoff call ar-
rival rate that will request a PVC for call rerouting decreases
dramatically. So although the PVC’s holding time increases as
cell sojourn time increases, the required number of PVC’s will
decrease. In our example, for the system parameter , it can
be easily shown that when the cell sojourn time is greater than 3
s, will decrease as cell sojourn time increases, but the
decrease will be slower when the cell sojourn time is bigger. So
the required number of PVC’s per rerouting cell connecting to
AS decreases as cell sojourn time increases, but the decrease is
slower as cell sojourn time is bigger. Similarly, asincreases,
the handoff arrival rate requiring a PVC connecting to the AS
decreases while the holding time of PVC increases, the overall
effect is that the required number of PVC’s decreases.

In Fig. 6, the required number of PVC’s per cell connecting
to neighboring cells versus cell sojourn time is shown. It can
be seen that as cell sojourn time increases, the number of re-
quired PVC’s decreases, and, for a fixed cell sojourn time, if
decreases, the number of required PVC’s would decrease, but
the improvement becomes less as cell sojourn time increases.
Also, when the cell sojourn time is much larger than the call
holding time, for example, when cell sojourn time is 6 min and
the call holding time is 2 min, the required number of PVC’s
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Fig. 4. The required number of SVC’s for each cell connecting to an AS in the linear environment.

Fig. 5. The required number of PVC’s per cell connecting to the AS in the linear environment.

becomes independent of. This is because almost all calls will
be naturally terminated before they needed to be rerouted.

Now we compare our scheme with the VCT [7] and PVC-
based scheme [5]. Here, we consider the linear environment
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Fig. 6. The required number of PVC’s per cell connecting to neighboring cells in the linear environment.

TABLE I
THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF VC’s PER

CELL FOR DIFFERENTSCHEMES

with 49 cells. Table I shows the required number of VC’s for
different schemes, given the new call arrival rate is 11.9 calls
per minute, the mean call holding time is 2 min, and the mean
cell sojourn time is also 2 min. The new call blocking proba-
bility is 1% and handoff call blocking probability is 0.1%. In
the table, the SVC column shows the number of SVC’s for dif-
ferent schemes; the PVC1 column shows the required number
of PVC’s per cell connecting to the AS and the PVC2 column
shows the number of required PVC’s connecting to its neigh-
boring cells. Although the VCT scheme does not need PVC’s,
the number of SVC’s is much larger than other schemes. When

, our scheme becomes the PVC-based scheme as in [5]
in which no PVC’s connecting a cell to the AS is required, but
the PVC’s connecting neighboring cells is the largest. When

, no PVC’s connecting neighboring cells is required, and
the total number of VC’s is the smallest. However, during each
handoff, the traffic path would be rerouted by AS. This means
that the AS would be involved in each handoff, and hence the
processing load of AS is the heaviest. So when choosing a value
for , there is a tradeoff between the traffic path efficiency and

the rerouting processing load of the AS. By choosing an ap-
propriate system parameter, we can keep both the processing
load low and the path efficiency high. Compared with the VCT
scheme, our proposed scheme requires much less total number
of VC’s, the bandwidth efficiency of our scheme is thus much
higher.

III. PLANAR ENVIRONMENT

A. Scheme Description

In planar environment, the scheme needs some modification.
As shown in Fig. 7, seven cells are grouped as a cell cluster,
the central cell is defined as a rerouting cell, other six cells are
called ordinary cells. Each cell belongs to one and only one
cell cluster. There are PVC’s connecting two neighboring cells.
Each cell has SVC’s connecting to the AS for new calls. Only
rerouting cells have PVC’s connecting to the AS for handoff
calls. Here, we define a system parameter. We also assume
there is a handoff counter in each mobile. When a call is initiated
in a cell, the handoff counter is set to zero. Then every time when
the mobile makes a handoff, the counter is increased by one. If
the counter is less than the system parameter, the traffic path
is elongated by a PVC between the current and new cells. If the
counter is equal to, the traffic path is rerouted to the new cell
via the rerouting cell of the same cluster. The handoff counter is
also reset to zero. If a mobile roams to a rerouting cell, the traffic
path is directly rerouted to the rerouting cell, and the handoff
counter is reset to zero.

Now we demonstrate how the scheme operates by an example.
Referring to Fig. 7, let the base station in cellbe denoted as
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Fig. 7. The planar personal communication network.

. Assume is three. Cells 1–4 are ordinary cells, and cell
5 is a rerouting cell. When a mobile initiates a new call in cell
1, will establish a SVC between itself and the AS. Then,
a VCI is assigned to this call, and the handoff counter is set to
zero. Consider the mobile roams to its neighboring cell, say cell
2, before the call is finished. The handoff counter is increased by
one. As shown by the signaling procedure depicted in Fig. 2, the
mobile first sends a “handoff request”message to, including
the ID of , the call’s VCI, QoS requirements and the value
of the handoff counter. Since cell 2 is an ordinary cell, so
first checks if the value of the handoff counter is equal to. Since
it is less than , checks the availability of reserved PVC’s
between itself and to see whether it can support the call.
If yes, it sends a “PVC allocation” message including the
identifier of the PVC to be used for path elongation. When
receives the acknowledgment for the PVC allocation from it
sends a “handoff ready” message to the mobile. Then the mobile
performs the wireless channel handoff. After that , the mobile
sends a “handoff” message to indicating the completion of
wireless channel handoff. After has received the “handoff”
frommobile, it sendsa“handoff indication” to . Immediately
after receiving the “handoff indication” message from and
returning the acknowledgment for the indication, routes the
traffic coming from the SVC to the PVC and vice versa.

Then consider the mobile goes on to visit cell 3. The sig-
naling procedure is the same as that of the previous handoff.
Now the traffic path between the AS and the mobile terminal is:
AS– – – –mobile, where between AS and is
a SVC and between and as well as to are
PVC’s.

Next, consider the mobile goes on to visit cell 4. The value of
the handoff counter is now equal to three, which means that the
traffic path should be rerouted. The handoff signaling procedure
is shown in Fig. 3. The mobile first sends a “handoff request” to

. Noticing the handoff counter is equal to three, now
checks if any PVC connecting to rerouting cell 5 is available. If a
PVC is available, will send a PVC allocation and rerouting
request message to rerouting cell 5.When receives this mes-

sage from , will check if any PVC between and the
AS is available. If that is true, will send a “PVC allocation”
messagetotheASincludingthecall’sVCIandtheidentifierof the
PVC to be used for the path rerouting. When the AS has received
the “PVC allocation” from , it returnsan acknowledgment to

, which then also returns an ACK to , indicating that the
path to the AS for rerouting is ready. now sends “handoff
ready” to the mobile. After receiving the “handoff ready” from

, the mobile performs the wireless channel handoff. When
that is finished, the mobile sends “handoff” to . Meanwhile
the mobile also sends a “PVC release” message to. After
receiving the “handoff” from the mobile, sends “handoff in-
dication” to .After hasreceived thismessage, itupdates
its routing table and sends a “handoff indication” to the AS. After
theAShasreceivedthe“handoff indication,” itupdates its routing
table, and returns an ACK to that indication. Upon receiving the
ACK from the AS, also returns an ACK to . At the same
time, when has received the “PVC release” from the mobile,
it releases the reserved PVC between itself and and sends
a similar message to . releases the reserved PVC and
propagates the message to . Then will release the SVC
connecting to the AS for the call.

B. Performance Analysis

Making the same assumptions as in the linear case, a VC con-
necting the cell’s base station to the AS or another cell’s base
station is occupied by the mobile. The VC can be released in
three cases: 1) the connection is naturally terminated; 2) the con-
nection is forced to be terminated due to handoff blocking; and
3) the traffic path is rerouted at itsth handoff. As in the linear
case, the mean of the VC’s holding time is

Let us define the following variables first:
required number of PVC’s connecting an ordinary cell to
one of its ordinary neighboring cells;
required number of PVC’s connecting an ordinary cell to
the rerouting cell of the same cluster;
required number of PVC’s connecting a rerouting cell to
the AS;
required number of SVC’s connecting a cell to the AS;
arrival rate of handoff calls coming from an ordinary cell
to an ordinary cell that require a PVC connecting the two
cells;
arrival rate of handoff calls coming to an ordinary cell
that requires a PVC connecting the ordinary cell to the
rerouting cell of the same cluster;
arrival rate of handoff calls requiring a PVC connecting
the rerouting cell to the AS.

Now let us derive the handoff call arrival rate. Letbe the
probability that a call will make at leasthandoff requests. Then
we have
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The total handoff arrival rate to a cell is

We divide the handoff calls into two types: elongating handoff
requiring a PVC connecting the current and new cells to elon-
gate the traffic path and rerouting handoff requiring the call to
be rerouted to the new cell via the rerouting cell in the same
cluster. We further divide the rerouting handoff into two types:
early rerouting handoff when the mobile enters a rerouting cell
while its handoff counter is less than the system parameterand
normal rerouting handoff when the handoff counter is equal to
the system parameter. Let us define as the probability that
a mobile makes exactlyhandoffs during its call. From the Ap-
pendix, is given by

Consider a mobile initiating a call in a cell. The mean number
of handoffs the mobile may make during its call is given by

Consider the mobile has never been a rerouting cell during its
call, which means that there is no early rerouting handoff. De-
note, for this case, the mean number of normal rerouting hand-

offs be and the mean number of elongating handoffs be.
Then, the th, th handoff ( is a positive in-
teger) are normal rerouting handoffs. So

and

Now, consider the mobile was in a rerouting cell only at its
th handoff where and are positive integers and

. For this case, denote the mean number of normal
rerouting handoffs be and the mean number of elongating
handoffs be . It can be seen theth, th, , th hand-
offs and th, th, handoffs are normal
rerouting handoffs. So we have (5a), given at the bottom of the
page.

It can be seen that and . Assume a mobile
has experienced two early rerouting during a call, and the mean
of the number of normal rerouting the mobile makes during this
call be . It can be easily proved that . So no matter
how many times of early rerouting a mobile may experience
during a call, is always the upper bound of the mean of the
number of normal rerouting the mobile may make during a call,

and

(5a)
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and it is used as the estimation of the mean of the number of
normal rerouting a mobile may make during a call.

Consider a cell cluster as a unit. The mean rate of normal
rerouting handoffs and elongating handoffs due to all calls ini-
tiated in the cluster are and , re-
spectively. Now consider the arrival rate of handoffs coming to
the cluster. Define and as the mean arrival rates of normal
rerouting handoffs and elongating handoffs due to an ordinary
neighboring cell, respectively. The mean arrival rate of normal
rerouting handoffs to the cluster is , where the first
term is the rate coming to the six ordinary cells, and the second
term is that coming to the rerouting cell. If the system is stable,
the arrival rate of normal rerouting handoffs to the cluster should
be equal to that generated by those calls initiated within the
cluster. So, we have

or

which will be used as the upper bound of.
Similarly, the mean of total arrival rate of elongating handoffs

in a cluster is , where the first term is elongating
handoffs from the rerouting cell to its neighboring cells, and
the second term is elongating handoffs from ordinary cells to
ordinary cells. Again, we have

or

which will be used as the upper bound of.
According to the definition, we have

Now consider the call arrival rate of handoffs that request PVC’s
connecting a ordinary cell to the rerouting cells. It consists of
two components: handoff calls coming from the rerouting cell
with mean arrival rate ; rerouting handoffs from ordinary
neighboring cells with mean arrival rate . So, we have

(6)

For the mean arrival rate of handoffs requesting a PVC con-
necting the rerouting cell to the ATM switch, it consists of the
rate of handoffs into the rerouting cells and the rate of rerouting
handoffs into the six ordinary cells surrounding the special cells.
Therefore, the upper bound of the arrival rate of handoffs re-

questing a PVC connecting the rerouting cell to the AS is given
by

(7)

By this scheme, an SVC can be occupied at most if the
mobile does not meet a rerouting cell during its firsthandoffs,
or if it meets a rerouting cell at itsth handoff. For sim-
plicity, here we give an upper bound for the required number of
SVC’s, . We have

Now consider an ordinary cell. We will derive the required
number of PVC’s connecting to an ordinary neighboring cell.
When a handoff call comes to the ordinary cell from the con-
sidered neighboring cell and its handoff counter is only one, ac-
cording to the scheme, the longest mean holding time of the
PVC for elongation is ; if the handoff counter is two,
the longest holding time is and so on. Here, we give an
upper bound, assuming all the PVC’s holding time is .
We can model that as a queuing system, where the
arrival rate is and the average holding time is , so
we have

(8)

By (8), we can obtain the upper bound of that satisfies the
handoff call blocking probability .

Next, we will derive the number of PVC’s connecting an
ordinary cell to the rerouting cell in the same cell cluster. If the
handoff call is from the rerouting cell, the upper bound of the
PVC’s mean holding time is ; if the call is from another
ordinary cell, the mean holding time is . As before, we can
model it as a queuing system with arrival rate
and mean holding time . Then

(9)

For the required number of PVC’s connecting a rerouting cell
to the AS, we model it as a system with call arrival
rate and mean holding time , we have

(10)

Finally, we consider the processing load defined in previous
section. In the planar environment, consider a cell cluster. The
total arrival rate of handoffs coming to any one of cells in the
cluster requiring path rerouting is , while the total arrival rate
of handoffs coming to any one of the cells in the cluster is.
So the processing load in the planar environment is

(11)
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Fig. 8. The required number of SVC’s per cell connecting to the AS in the planar environment.

C. Numerical Results

In this section, some numerical results are presented, given
the new call arrival rate is 11.9 calls per minute per cell, the mean
call holding time is 2 min, the new call blocking probability is
1% and the handoff call blocking probability is 0.1%. Fig. 8
plots the required number of SVC’s between a base station and
the AS in the planar environment versus cell sojourn time for
different values of . The unit of cell sojourn time is minute. It
can be seen that when the mean cell sojourn time is small, which
means the handoff frequency is high, the smaller the, the less
the required SVC’s. This is because when the cell sojourn time
is small, the number of handoff is more likely to exceed, which
means rerouting is more likely to occur and thus leads to shorter
SVC holding time. Given a cell sojourn time, the larger the,
the longer the SVC’s holding time, so the required number of
SVC’s is larger. When the cell sojourn time is much larger than
call holding time, it can be seen that for , the required
SVC’s is the same as that foris infinity. This is because almost
all calls will be naturally terminated before the mobile has made
more than six handoffs.

In Fig. 9, the required PVC’s in an ordinary cell connecting
to one of its ordinary neighboring cell versus cell sojourn time is
shown. It can be seen that asincreases, the required number of
PVC’s increases; as the cell sojourn time increases, the required
number of PVC’s decreases. This is because as the cell sojourn
time increases, the handoff frequency decreases and thus the ar-
rival rate of elongating handoff decreases dramatically. So even
though the PVC’s holding time increases with cell sojourn time,
the required number of PVC’s will decrease. Similarly, asin-
creases, the arrival rate of elongating handoff increases and the
holding time of PVC increases, so the required number of PVC’s
increases.

In Fig. 10, the required number of PVC’s of each ordinary cell
connecting to the rerouting cell in the same cluster versus cell
sojourn time is shown. It can be seen that as cell sojourn time

increases, the number of required PVC’s decreases. Again, that
is because as cell sojourn time increases, the handoff call arrival
rate decreases rapidly, so even though the VC’s holding time
increases, the required PVC’s still decreases. When cell sojourn
time is very small, the required number of PVC’s increases with
. This is because, for small cell sojourn time, the increase in

holding time due to increase inbecomes more dominant. On
the other hand, when cell sojourn time is large, the required
number of PVC’s decreases asincreases. This is because, for
large cell sojourn time, the increase in handoff arrival rate due
to decrease in is more dominant.

Fig. 11 shows the required number of PVC’s per rerouting
cell connecting to the AS versus the cell sojourn time for var-
ious system parameter. The PVC’s are used for two types of
handoff calls: the first type is those handoff calls coming to the
rerouting cell; the other type is those handoff calls coming to the
ordinary cells in the same cluster and requiring path rerouting.
It can be seen that, as cell sojourn time increases, the required
number of PVC’s decreases. Again, this is because the handoff
call arrival rate decreases more rapidly than the rate of increase
in VC holding time. It can also be seen that when cell sojourn
time is very small, as increases, the required number of PVC’s
increases; for a large cell sojourn time (greater than 0.5 min), the
larger the , the smaller the number of required PVC’s. This is
because, for small cell sojourn time, asincreases, the VC’s
holding time increases rapidly. So even though the arrival rate
of the second type of handoff calls decreases, the total required
PVC’s still increases. For large cell sojourn time, the effect of

on VC’s holding time is much smaller, so as the arrival rate
the second type of handoff call decreases, the required number
of PVC’s decreases. In our example, it can be shown that when
cell sojourn time is less than 20 s, will increase as
increases; when cell sojourn time is greater than 20 s,
will decrease as increases.

Fig. 12 shows the processing load versus cell sojourn time
for different . It can be seen that as cell sojourn time increases,
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Fig. 9. The required number of PVC’s for an ordinary cell connecting to an ordinary neighboring cell in planar environment.

Fig. 10. The required number of PVC’s for an ordinary cell connecting to the rerouting cell in the same cell cluster.

the processing load decreases. It is because, given a fixed,
as cell sojourn time increases, the handoff calls that need to

be rerouted decreases, so the processing load decreases. It can
also be seen that, given a fixed cell sojourn time, the processing
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Fig. 11. The required number of PVC’s for each rerouting cell connecting to the AS in the planar environment.

Fig. 12. The processing load versus cell sojourn time.

load decreases asincreases. That is because, asincreases,
the proportion of handoffs that need to be rerouted decreases,
so processing load decreases. So to a fixed cell sojourn time, we
can choose parameterto keep the processing load light.

Finally, we again compare our schemes to the VCT and PVC-
based schemes. Assume there are 49 cells in a planar environ-
ment. Other parameters are the same as that in the linear en-
vironment. Table II shows the results. It can be seen that our
scheme requires less VC’s than the other two schemes.

IV. GENERALIZED SCHEME WITH MULTIPLE AS’S

So far, we have described our scheme in the situation that
all cells are connected to the same AS. In general, an AS only
covers certain geographical area and hence cells in different

TABLE II
THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF VC’s FOR DIFFERENTSCHEMES

areas are connected to different AS’s. Fig. 13 shows the archi-
tecture with multiple AS’s in linear environment where cells
0–23 are connected to AS 1; cells 23–47 are connected to AS 2.
We denote the area served by the same AS as switch area. In our
example, cells 0–23 belong to switch area 1; cells 24–47 belong
to switch area 2. Also, we denote the cells on the boundary of
switch area as boundary cells. Here, we explain how our scheme
handles handoffs across neighboring switch areas.

The rerouting cells are assigned as follows: for a switch area,
the most left cell is assigned as a rerouting cell. For a given
system parameter, after every cells, another rerouting cell
is assigned. The most right cell (the right boundary cell) is also
assigned as a rerouting cell. So for a switch area withcells,
there are rerouting cells. In our example,
we assume . Consider the switch area 1 with 24 cells.
We label cells from left to right as cell 0, cell 1, and so on.
Cells 0, 4, , 20, 23 are rerouting cells. If a mobile roams
within a switch area and never comes to the boundary cells, the
operation is the same as that described before. When a mobile
comes to a boundary cell, a signal is sent to find out the nearest
common node (NCN) between the AS’s of the current and new
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Fig. 13. The general scenario with multiple AS’s in the linear environment.

switch areas, as explained in details in [6], and then set up a
SVC between the NCN and the AS of the new switch area. If
the mobile goes on to the new switch area, the existing traffic
path between the NCN and the mobile is forced to be rerouted
to the path consisting of the newly established SVC and a PVC
between the AS in the new switch area and the mobile.

This is illustrated by the following example. Assume a mo-
bile initiates a call in cell 21. The connection path to the re-
mote terminal is: mobile– –AS 1–NCN–remote terminal.
If the mobile roams to cell 22, the path is simply elongated by
a PVC between and . If the mobile handoffs to cell
23 successfully, as cell 23 is a boundary cell (its right neigh-
boring cell 24 is connected to AS 2), will send a signal
to the remote terminal to find out the NCN between AS 1 and
AS 2, and set up a SVC between the AS 2 and NCN for the call.
Now if the mobile roams to cell 24, the traffic path is rerouted.
A PVC between AS 2 and is assigned for the call. The
traffic path between the mobile and remote terminal becomes:
mobile– –AS 2–NCN–remote terminal.

Fig. 14 shows the architecture in planar environment with
multiple AS’s. Again we denote the area served by the same
AS as switch area. For example, cells 1–4 belong to switch area
1; cells 5–7 belong to switch area 2. We also denote the cells on
the boundary of switch area as boundary cells. Here, we do not
assign all boundary cells as rerouting cells.

If a mobile roams within a switch area and never comes to
the boundary cells, the operation is the same as that described in
the previous section. When the mobile handoffs from one switch
area to another, the operation is a bit different from that in linear
case. When it comes to a boundary cell, a signal is sent to find
out the nearest common node (NCN) between the AS’s of the
current and new switch areas, and then set up a SVC between the
NCN and the AS of the new switch area. If the mobile goes on to
the new switch area, the existing traffic path between the NCN
and the mobile is forced to be rerouted. If the newly entered
cell is a rerouting cell, the new path only consists of the newly
established SVC and a PVC between the AS of the new switch
area and the base station of the new cell. If the new cell is an

Fig. 14. The general scenario with multiple AS’s.

ordinary cell, the new traffic path includes the new SVC, a PVC
between the new AS and the rerouting cell of the cell cluster to
which the new cell belongs, and a PVC from the rerouting cell
to the new cell.

For example, a mobile roams in switch area 1. When it enters
cell 3, as cell 3 is a boundary cell (its neighboring cells 5 and
6 are connected to AS 2), will send a signal to the remote
terminal to find out the NCN between AS 1 and AS 2, and set
up a SVC between the AS 2 and NCN for the call. Note that we
do not set up the SVC to base stations because there are more
than one possible cells that the mobile may enter.

Now if the mobile roams to cell 5, the traffic path is rerouted
through rerouting cell . A PVC between AS 2 and cell and
a PVC between and are assigned for the call. The
traffic path between the mobile and remote terminal becomes:
mobile– – –AS 2–NCN–remote terminal.

Now we investigate the impact of the size of switch area to
the performance of our scheme. We analyze the performance of
our scheme in linear environment. Referring to Fig. 13, here we
assume the sizes of all switch areas are the same, each switch
area includes cells, for the simplicity of comparison. And we
assume the number of cells in the system is infinity. There are
two types of processing by the network in the multiple AS envi-
ronment, one for rerouting the traffic path by the AS and another
for searching the NCN when the mobile is ready to roam from
one switch area to another. Here, we define two processing mea-
sures: for the processing load of searching the NCN, and
for the traffic path rerouting by the AS

number of handoffs requiring NCN search
total number of handoffs

number of handoffs requiring traffic path rerouting
total number of handoffs

The following variables are also defined:
average of occupied number of SVC’s connecting the
base station in cell to its AS;
number of required PVC’s connecting base station in cell

to its left neighboring cell;
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number of required PVC’s connecting the base station of
cell to its right neighboring cell;
number of required PVC’s connecting the base station of
cell to its AS;
average of occupied number of SVC’s by mobiles in one
cell connecting the base station of the cell to AS;
average of required number of PVC’s connecting a
rerouting cell to the AS per cell;
average of required number of PVC’s connecting on
cell to its neighboring cells per cell.

Now we derive the expressions for these variables. Consider
a switch area with cells. The mean handoff call arrival rate of
a cell is , as explained before. We assume that a handoff call
is from the left or right neighboring cell with the same proba-
bility. Consider the right boundary cell of a considered switch
area, which is cell 23 of the switch area 1 in Fig. 13. Only the
handoff calls from the left neighboring cell need to search the
NCN between the current and new AS’s. For the handoff calls
from the right neighboring cell, for example, handoff calls from
cell 24 to cell 23, as when the mobile is in the previous cell, cell
24, the NCN has been found out between the two AS’s, it is not
necessary to perform that again when the mobile comes to the
considered cell. There is a similar scenario to the left boundary
cell. So the mean handoff calls of the switch area requiring NCN
search is only . The NCN search processing load is

(12)

Given the system parameter, there are
rerouting cells for a switch area with cells. So the rerouting
processing load is

(13)

The derivations for , , and are a bit more compli-
cated. Here, we give an example to show how to do it. Referring
to Fig. 13, assume and . The VC requirements for
cells 1–19 are the same as cells with one AS case. So only the
requirements for cells 0, 20, 21, 22, and 23 need to be derived.
As an example, we derive the VC requirements for cell 22.

If a mobile in cell 22 initiates a call, a SVC is captured for
this call. Then if the mobile moves left, as cell 20 is a rerouting
cell, the holding time for this SVC is ; if the mobile moves
right, again as cell 23 is a rerouting cell, the holding time for
this SVC is . So the average captured SVC’s for cell 22 is

where is the mean new call arrival rate andis the new call
blocking probability.

As cell 22 is an ordinary cell, . We now derive .
When a call handoffs from cell 21 to cell 22, a PVC connecting
cell 22 to cell 21 is captured by this call. Then the mobile may

TABLE III
COMPARISON OFDIFFERENTSWITCH AREA SIZES

move on to cell 23. As cell 23 is a rerouting cell, so the holding
time for this PVC is . Similar to the derivation before, we have

(16)

When a call handoffs from cell 23 to cell 22, a PVC con-
necting cell 22 to cell 23 is seized by this call. Then the mobile
may move on to cell 21. As cell 20 is a rerouting cell, so the
holding time for this PVC is . Then we have

(17)

Now we have

(18)

(19)

(20)

Table III shows the numerical results, given the new call
arrival rate is 11.9 calls per minute per cell, the mean call
holding time is 2 min, the new call blocking probability is 1%,
the handoff call blocking probability is 0.1%, and the mean cell
sojourn time is 1 min. It can be seen that the processing load
for NCN search is only affected by the size of switch area. The
main trend of processing load for path rerouting decreases as
the size of switch area increases. A similar scenario can also
be observed in VC requirement. When the size of switch area
is less than the system parameter, the performance is only
affected by the size of switch area. When the size of switch
area is larger, the processing load for path rerouting and VC
requirements are affected both by the switch area size and
system parameter. So when switch area size is large, we can
appropriately choose the system parameterto make a tradeoff
between the processing load and path efficiency to keep both
the processing load low and the path efficiency high. Similar
scenarios can also be observed in planar environment. That is,
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when the switch area size is large, by carefully choosing the
system parameter, we can keep both the processing load low
and path efficiency high.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an efficient handoff scheme for wireless ATM
networks is proposed. In this scheme, all cells are connected
to its neighboring cells and the AS by PVC’s and SVC’s, re-
spectively. PVC’s are used for handoff calls, while SVC’s are
used by new calls. Rerouting cells are evenly spaced in the net-
work. If a mobile roams to a neighboring ordinary cell, its traffic
path is simply elongated by the PVC connecting the old and
new cells. If a mobile roams to a rerouting cell, its traffic path
is rerouted to the rerouting cell. By using PVC’s for handoff
calls, we can guarantee the handoff process to be fast and seam-
less. Also, by path rerouting, we can dramatically improve the
path efficiency. Suitably selecting the hop limiting parameter
allows most handoff calls to be handled by the involved base
stations using PVC’s, the added processing load to the network
due to frequent handoffs can therefore be kept low. An analyt-
ical model has been developed to dimension the required VC’s
under our scheme. It has been shown that our scheme requires
less VC’s than the VCT and connection extension schemes.

APPENDIX

Here, we derive the expression of, the probability that a mo-
bile makes exactly handoffs during its call. Consider a mobile
initiates a call in a cell. The call’s holding time is exponentially
distributed with mean . The cell sojourn time is also expo-
nentially distributed with mean . If the call’s holding time
is greater than the cell sojourn time, the mobile will move out
of the cell, that is, a handoff attempt will be made. Define this
probability as , it can be easily shown that

Assume the handoff call blocking probability be. Now we de-
rive the probability of . It consists of two cases: 1) the user’s
first handoff request is blocked and 2) the first handoff is suc-
cessful, and the call is naturally terminated in the second cell.
The probability for the first case is ; the
probability for the second case is

. So we have

For , it again consists of two cases: 1) the second handoff is
blocked and 2) the call is naturally terminated in the third cell;
given that the mobile’s first handoff is successful and that the
call is not naturally terminated in the second cell. Soequals

to multiplied by the probability that the first handoff is suc-
cessful, i.e.,

Following the same derivation, we have

or
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